
ENL 305: Medieval Literature/Fall 2019 /online - Prof. Schaaf 
 
 

Welcome to our Course 
 

The course 
  This online course explores seminal literature of the British Middle Ages, from the 
Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Norman periods into the 15th century, in historical and cultural contexts. The 
course looks at how texts represent their times and also how they participate in enduring literary 
traditions. Units examine these themes: Rule and Misrule, Heroic Endeavor, Arthurian Story, Errant 
Knights, The “Woes of Mariage,” and Body and Soul. Some longer works are read in excerpts. No 
textbooks are required – all readings appear on our course site. Assignments include online 
discussions, reading quizzes, and exercises that prepare for the major project, a storyboard comparing 
major readings. An extra credit opportunity allows creative writing that compares major readings in 
terms of a specific theme or context.  

Expected outcomes for your learning:  By the end of the course, a student who has worked 
diligently will have: 

• improved understanding of British geography, history, and culture from the 8th into the 
15th century C.E. 

• familiarity with some of the enduring works of British literature across that time, and a 
sense of the forces and events that formed them 

• a clearer conception of the “medieval” in European, especially British, cultures 
• an understanding of the ways in which the creative imagination shapes, and is shaped by, 

culture and history 
 
Course work: Projects for the course are supported by web-based research. These include brief 
analytical essays conducted as weekly Discussions and a Term Project shaped as a “storyboard” 
about a seminal medieval subject as revealed in two or more major course readings.  Each week in 
addition, there are other class activities such as reading quizzes and projects that instruct and 
practice in elements required for a successful term project. These are the assignments for credit, 
with an indication of their value for your course grade: 
 

• 6 unit discussions, worth 10 points each =  60 points (60% of the course grade) 
• 3 quizzes, worth 5 points each =    15 points (15% of the course grade) 
• 2 exercises, worth 5 points each =    10 points (10% of the course grade) 
• a Term Project (in 2 parts), worth 15 points =   15 points (15% of the course grade) 
• an opportunity to accrue extra credit up to 5 points 

 
Assignments and class activities may be subject to change. Any changes will be posted as 
"Announcements” as well as in revised instructional documents in the weekly course unit folders.  

 
Course Readings: There is no textbook for the course. All readings are online. Link to them from 
the course unit folders. Each unit also contains links to additional materials: online exhibitions, 
blogs, videos, and other resources to help you understanding the required content.  

 
How to succeed in our course: 
 

• Complete all readings and viewings required (including eac unit Overview) before 
beginning any assignment or activity associated with them (discussion, exercise, quiz, 
etc.). 

• Know what work is due, and when; use the Syllabus as a general guide to when work 
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comes due. Each unit folder contains its portion of the syllabus and also the links to all 
content for that unit. Try to stay ahead in your reading and always review it before you 
take a quiz. The Overview document for each unit is required reading and information in it 
may appear on a quiz. 

 
• Observe due dates for assignments. Discussions and some other assignments have two-

part deadlines (an initial posting deadline and a completion deadline). Late work is not 
allowed - once a unit has concluded, the for-credit activities are “locked” so that you can 
read them but no longer perform work on them. Your work is asynchronous, which means 
you do it independently throughout each unit. You have the entire unit to complete 
activities not scored for credit (doing the readings, watching the videos, exploring web 
links, etc.), and you can re-enter the unit folders at any time during the course to review 
their content.  

 
Assignment descriptions: 
There are 100 regular points for the course and 5 “extra credit” points are also available. Full 
descriptions, instructions, resources, examples for each assignment – as well as links for posting your 
work - are provided on the course site. These are the course assignments and their value for your 
course grade:  

• Reading Quizzes (3 @ 5 points each): 

Reading quizzes ask basic questions about the content of the readings for the Units – 
about all readings assigned, including the unit Overview. Each quiz contains 10 questions 
worth .5 points each. Each quiz covers the materials in two course units (#1 – Units I and 
II, #2 – Units II and IV, and #3 -Units V and VI). A quiz is offered during a specific window of 
time, and each has a duration of up to 20 minutes. That is, you must take the quiz during 
the period it is open, and once you begin a quiz, you must complete it within 20 minutes. 
You may tale a quiz only once. Quizzes may not be “made up” (if you miss a quiz) or 
repeated (if you earned an unsatisfactory score). The first course Unit offers a practice 
quiz to introduce you to the assessment tool. The practice quiz is unscored and you are 
allowed to take it up to three times. 

• Discussions (6 @ 10 points each): 

Interactive discussions are informal, guided essays. Each unit’s discussion assignment 
poses a query about a signal question or issue concerning the unit theme and provides 
instructions how to respond to it. Each discussion requires you to respond to the query in 
an informal but detailed essay of at least 600 words and to reply, in an essay of at least 
300 words to each, to the responses of at least two of your class colleagues. You will 
qualify for full credit if you meet these technical requirements, follow instructions about 
how to address the query, and write essays illuminated by specific explanatory details 
drawn from the readings. Queries allow flexibility of response and invite you to explore 
your own thinking about the subjects.  

• Storyboard (1 @ 5 points): 

A storyboard is a graphic planning device. Used to envision a project, a storyboard lays 
out a sequence of images accompanied by text. Your storyboard will follow the track of a 
focused idea about a reading – it will tell the “story” of what you think about how the 
text expresses that idea. Content-laden, captioned images accompany the text on each 
panel of the storyboard. This exercise prepares you for your term project, which will 
compare two or more major readings in terms of a narrowed subject and focused idea 
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about how they share and express it. Instead of being composed as a “term paper,” the 
final project will be constructed as a storyboard (see below). 

• Text in Context exercise (1 @ 5 points) 

This exercise prepares you to do the online research (and documentation) required for 
your term project. In a condensed “essay,” you will present a major text in a specific, 
focused context (historical, social, cultural, etc.). Using MLA or Chicago Style format, you 
will then list and annotate three authoritative, academic resources for exploring that 
context, chosen from the “open web” (that is, not from subscription databases). 

• Term Project (1 @ 15 points) 
The project embeds and expresses your learning from throughout the course. It is 
constructed as a storyboard that presents and explains a focused key idea or “thesis” 
comparing two or more major readings of the course. The “slides” or panels of your 
storyboard contain both text and images and indicate the sources of your concepts and 
illustrations. The storyboard itself is worth 10 points; an accompanying précis worth 5 
points explains what you have attempted and achieved: problems and solutions, signal 
discoveries, and essential outcomes. 

• Extra Credit (optional – 1 @ 5 points) 

This optional project asks you to present an idea about a seminal issue of your choice by 
inventing a scenario involving characters from two (or more) different major readings. 
Several entertaining options for this project are offered: a scene from a play; an exchange 
of “letters” or emails; a short story; a storyboard; etc. 

Total points available = 105. The course grade is determined by adding all the points you accrue. A total 
of 100 to 105 is an A+; 95 -99 is an A; 90 – 94 is an A-; 87-89 is a B+; 84-86 is a B; 80-83 is a B-; 77-79 is a 
C+; 74-76 is a C; 70-73 is a C-; 67-69 is a D+; 64-66 is a D; 60 – 63 is a D-; below 60 is an F.  

Syllabus 
An abbreviated syllabus is available via a link on the course site. Use this as a general guide to what’s 
happening in each course unit. Each unit folder presents the portion of the syllabus related to that unit 
and details the assignments required.  

 
Getting Help 

 The “messages” and email tools on the course site are enabled. You may message your 
classmates and/or the instructor through the course site but please be aware a message can be 
viewed only when one is on that course's site. If you have an urgent issue to discuss with the 
instructor, send a regular email: jschaaf@umassd.edu.  Please use this access with discretion, and 
sparingly. 

 Our course site features a tool called Ask and Answer. You may post questions to this open 
forum. The instructor will visit this forum regularly to answer questions, but please help out if you 
know an answer, too. 

 If you have a technical question about using the course website, do not ask the instructor.  
Look for your answer by searching the menu available through the “Help” tab in the far upper right 
corner of the page when you are logged into the course. Please know that you have a valuable service 
free to you as a student, if you have computer-related problems: CorsairTech. See 
https://www.umassd.edu/cits/servicecenters/students/ for details. As this page explains, other 
technical services are also available to you free of charge. 
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Attendance and Participation 
 
 Our online course, based in discussion, requires the full and fluent participation of all. If you miss more 
than three classes during the semester, you will lose up to three points from your course grade for each 
absence beyond three. Failure to perform or to complete an online assignment will constitute an absence for 
that class period. Please consult the instructor about the status of your work as soon as possible before an 
anticipated absence or after an unanticipated one. Do not assume that if you have notified her you will not 
participate, that you are “excused.”  A reason for missing work does not necessarily excuse the absence. If you 
have a reasonable and documented request to be excused, you will be accommodated and allowed to make up 
any missed work. 

Academic honesty 
 
 Please review the University's academic integrity policy and procedures here: 
https://www.umassd.edu/policies/activepolicylist/academicaffairs/academicintegritypolicyandreportin
gform/  Any infractions will be addressed as explained therein. 

Office hours/contact information/ electronic access 

I will be pleased to help you with any aspect of your studies for our course. If you are on or near 
campus, you mat want to visit during an office hour. Office hours in Liberal Arts 305A will be: 

• Tuesday or Thursday: 11:00 a.m. – 12:15 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. (open office hours – no 
appointment needed); since I teach blended classes this semester that do not meet on 
campus some days, please email ahead to confirm I will be there if you plan to come in on a 
Tuesday or Thursday. 

• By appointment at other times. Email to jschaaf@umassd.edu for an appointment. 
• Please use the Ask and Answer forum on our course site to submit questions/information 

about the course. 

Welcome to our course.  

 

 


